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ABSTRACT
A recent study showed that students in IR courses are especially mo-
tivated and learn more effectively when they participate in shared
tasks as part of their coursework. To support teachers in integrat-
ing such activities, we present Web IDE-based applications and
tutorials that employ TIREx and ir_datasets to cover the process
of a typical shared task in IR: from creating test collections over
developing retrieval systems to making relevance judgments and
finally statistically analyzing the results. Using our tools, students
can gain hands-on experience with empirical IR research by work-
ing on some current shared task, by working on earlier collections,
or by creating new ones. Our experiences in implementing the cor-
responding teaching concept in four IR courses at two universities
confirm that students are very motivated to conduct research, and
we also find that some of the resulting artifacts (e.g., students’ test
collections and retrieval approaches) are of really good quality.
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Figure 1: Conceptual overview of how our new resources
complement existing teaching or research resources / events.

1 INTRODUCTION
Wilhelm von Humboldt, the “father of the modern university” [60],
argued that good teaching and cutting-edge research go hand in
hand [58]. As a lot of the research in information retrieval (IR)
is empirical and depends on test collections or shared tasks at
evaluation campaigns like CLEF, FIRE, NTCIR, or TREC [14, 65], two
previous ideas on integrating research and teaching suggested to let
students construct test collections as part of their coursework [62]
or to let students participate in shared tasks [19]. Still, only a few
IR courses adopted such ideas. Potential entry barriers may be that
teachers deem research-oriented retrieval software too “difficult”
for students and that shared task deadlines often do not align with
course schedules. Therefore, the field of information retrieval is
still far from Humboldt’s Ideal of integrating teaching and research.

In this paper, we present resources1 that support IR course in-
structors who want to integrate empirical IR research in their
teaching. Our individual components reduce the entry barriers
1http://github.com/tira-io/teaching-ir-with-shared-tasks

https://doi.org/10.1145/3626772.3657886
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://doi.org/10.1145/3626772.3657886
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Figure 2: The course workflow supported by our resources with estimated student effort, deliverables, and actions of teachers,
organized into four stages: (1) topic formulation, (2) relevance judgments, (3) system development, and (4) statistical analyses.

for shared task participation with students, and ease construct-
ing and assessing IR test collections—the assessment being par-
ticularly important to verify the quality of student-created collec-
tions [55, 62]. When combining our resources’ components for
collection construction with the components for system develop-
ment in TIRA [25] / TIREx [24], an IR course can even complement
the research landscape (shown in Figure 1) by internally mimicking
a shared task setup that reduces dependencies to external deadlines.

Our resources include tutorials (Section 3.4), Zenodo-hosted
datasets (Section 3.5), a Python API unifying access to the datasets
and to components submitted to TIREx (Section 3.6), and customiz-
able web applications that guide students and teachers while pro-
viding easy access to documents, topics, relevance judgments, and
runs (Section 3.2). The overall intended course workflow has four
stages with teacher actions as milestones (Figure 2): topic formu-
lation (Stage 1), relevance judgments (Stage 2), system develop-
ment (Stage 3), and statistical analyses (Stage 4); afterwards, partic-
ipation in a fitting shared task is possible. In Stage 3, the students
should formulate a research question / hypothesis to encourage fo-
cusing their system development on insights and not on leaderboard
chasing [9]. The developed systems can be submitted to TIREx [24]
to test the hypotheses. In TIREx, system runs usually are blinded un-
til the teacher unblinds them to let the students access their results
and test their hypothesis. Overall, the process covers the typical
steps of experimental IR research and our respective tutorials guide
students so that they learn from and motivate each other.

The tutorials are implemented in the dev container standard2
that enables development in prepared Docker images with all re-
quirements pre-installed. GitHub Codespaces3 automatically boot
into dev containers, so students can work instantly in the cloud
without installation. We streamline this process with a new code
submission feature in TIRA (Section 3.7) that creates prepared and
correctly configured Git repositories, including a GitHub Actions
workflow that builds a Docker image from the submission and
uploads the image to TIREx with all metadata, including the repos-
itory, branch, and commit to cover the full reproducibility cycle.
Compared to Google Colab, this has the advantage that teachers
have access to the Git repository and that professional versioning
simplifies teamwork. The web applications that guide through the
tutorials are hosted on GitHub Pages and Zenodo to ensure high
robustness and availability (Section 3.2).
2https://containers.dev/
3https://github.com/features/codespaces

We have instantiated the workflow in four courses at two univer-
sities and report on our experiences in Section 4. Conceptually, our
teaching approach can enrich shared tasks—traditionally focused
on improving effectiveness [56]—by studying aspects of the corpus
creation in collaborative teaching environments. Still, our resources
are also usable without the intention to participate in a shared task.

2 RELATEDWORK
Bauer et al. [8] argue that improving teaching improves future
research. We review research in this space, covering tools and
demos to support teaching in IR, curricula for IR courses, including
lab projects, shared tasks, tutorials, and building test collections.

Tools and Demos to Support Teaching in IR. The IR community has
a strong background in creating tools and demos to support teach-
ing. Trotman and Lilly [61] developed JASSjr, a retrieval system for
teaching that acts as a baseline and reference against which stu-
dents compare their implementations during a course. Pyserini [37]
and PyTerrier [43] have also been used in teaching university and
summer school courses [70]. Macdonald et al. [45] reported higher
student satisfaction, engagement, and attainment when switching
from “compile-and-execute” experimentation to interactive note-
books. This development-oriented teaching concept can be com-
plemented by easy-to-use web applications, e.g., Wilhelm-Stein
et al. [68] proposed a gamified teaching environment for IR courses.
We build upon those approaches by combining interactive note-
books with easy-to-use web applications that also link to previous
resources and extend the scope (previously on retrieval algorithms
and experimentation) to cover the complete spectrum of experi-
mental IR research, especially integrating dataset construction.

Information Retrieval Curriculum. Discussions about the design
and the learning objectives of IR courses have been ongoing for
more than a decade. For instance, Fernández-Luna et al. [23] pro-
posed to categorize IR courses on a spectrum from system-oriented
(e.g., focused on computer science) to user-oriented (e.g., focused
on psychology and behavior) with three main education goals:
(1) knowledge of IR foundations, (2) training in search formulation,
and (3) knowledge of IR processes and components. Blank et al. [10]
then developed a detailed course outline from the survey by tai-
loring the content to four groups: IR system user, management,
administration, and development. At the same time, Thornley [59]
highlighted that IR has unique opportunities allowing students to
work in problem-based learning frameworks on issues relevant to

https://containers.dev/
https://github.com/features/codespaces
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the real world. Later, Markov and de Rijke [46] surveyed five of the
most widely used IR textbooks to determine the types of content
that likely is taught in courses that use the textbooks.

The general theme of all these studies is that (1) students should
learn about a spectrum of technical and non-technical IR content
(i.e., covering many areas of IR), (2) different groups of students
should learn about IR (i.e., not just computer science, but also library
science, digital humanities, etc.), and (3) the course content should
allow students to build and interact with IR systems (i.e., letting stu-
dents implement IR components). López-García and Cacheda [38]
examplarily design course projects that cover these three themes
of teaching IR—which inspired our resources.

Supporting students in practical projects inevitably involves
programming, preferably in interactive Python notebooks [45].
However, collecting, maintaining, and enabling comparisons of
practical projects is challenging, as only recently highlighted by
ActivePapers [33] that aimed to improve reproducibility:4

As of 2024, this project is archived and unmaintained.
While it has achieved its mission of demonstrating
that unifying computational reproducibility and pro-
venance tracking is doable and useful, it has also
demonstrated that Python is not a suitable platform to
build on for reproducible research. Breaking changes
at all layers of the software stack are too frequent.

Following their learnings and recommendations, we center our
resources around Docker images that run in a Web IDE to support
the longevity of the resources and simplified submissions to TIREx.

Tutorials for IR. Scientific conferences in IR often include tuto-
rials and workshops. Macdonald et al. [44] ran several tutorials to
demonstrate how to use IR components from a fundamental level
all the way to state-of-the-art retrieval approaches, using declara-
tive PyTerrier pipelines [45].5 Meanwhile, Azzopardi et al. [5] ran a
workshop that gave an in-depth overview of how to use Lucene for
IR research, focusing on connecting the industry usage of Lucene
with its use in academia. Our focus is instead on university-level
teaching, especially connected to shared tasks for which tutorials
rarely exist, so we have to reduce the assumed prior knowledge
for the tutorials to a minimum. Our vision, however, is to link
existing tutorials/resources as a follow-up to our beginner-level
material, e.g., that interested students can subsequently continue
with research conference tutorials, such as the PyTerrier tutorials.

Teaching with Shared Tasks. We focus our efforts on teaching
IR through the lens of shared tasks, which can be especially moti-
vating for students [19]. Shared tasks provide a test collection and
information needs for which teams develop systems that are pooled
for relevance judgments [65]. Since teams are blind to results, those
participating in shared tasks are generally more focused on answer-
ing a specific hypothesis, undertaking statistical analyses on the
data they have, and not concerned with ‘leaderboard chasing’ [9].
This environment encourages a focus on collecting insights about
why systems are effective (or not) on the test collection. We use
the traits of shared tasks to cover the full cycle of experimental
4https://github.com/activepapers/activepapers-python
5https://github.com/terrier-org/cikm2021tutorial

IR research for students (i.e., creation of test collections, system
development, and statistical analysis).

Building Corpora as Coursework. In line with Humboldtian prin-
ciples, the construction, annotation, and subsequent public release
of natural language processing corpora as a classroom exercise has
been conducted since at least the mid-2000’s [39, 71]. In IR, test
collections are widely used for rapid development of research pro-
totypes and offline evaluations. Test collections form the backbone
for rapid experimentation and scalable evaluation in IR [14, 65].
However, creating them is difficult and requires costly manual anno-
tation, e.g., between 30 to 60 seconds per query-document pair [65].
Ideally, a test collection’s topics and relevance judgments are cre-
ated by domain experts (i.e., gold annotators [53]). However, this
is time-consuming and costly. To reduce costs, several alternative
approaches have been proposed, mainly revolving around so-called
bronze annotators [53]. Sakai et al. [53] provide a comprehensive
overview of different annotator quality levels (i.e., differences be-
tween gold and bronze annotators). For our purposes, bronze an-
notators may include crowdworkers [6, 30, 34, 57], large language
models [20, 41], and even students in courses. For example, Altham-
mer et al. [4] developed relevance judgments for TripClick [50].
Others have also expanded existing test collections or built new
ones as part of IR coursework [55, 62].

We expand the previous ideas so students experience all parts of
a shared task, ultimately aiming to combine research and teaching.
Our method can be used to develop new test collections and to
deepen the pool of relevance judgments for existing ones. We ana-
lyze the results of using our method in two semesters of university
courses run concurrently at two universities and discuss its future
prospects and scalability to include more universities.

3 TEACHING RESOURCES FOR TIREX
This section describes the resources we present to support shared
task style teaching in the hands-on parts of IR courses. We tightly
integrate our resources with TIREx [24] and ir_datasets [42] to
support all four stages (see Figure 2) of our course concept: (1) topic
creation, (2) relevance judgments, (3) system development, and
(4) statistical analysis. Table 1 lists all resources and their corre-
sponding stages. Each resource is either ongoing or archival: On-
going resources are intended to be reused in subsequent iterations
of courses and might be adapted when the course changes. These
include a dashboard (Section 3.1), a ir_datasets browser (Sec-
tion 3.2), and a range of tutorials (Section 3.4 and 3.7). All ongoing
resources aim to provide students with a complete, easily acces-
sible picture of experimental IR research and to support them in
brainstorming ideas for subsequent practical parts. As all ongo-
ing resources are Git repositories, from the teaching perspective,
different branches or forks can reflect teachers’ different flavors,
opinions, or priorities. Archival resources make the results of each
course easily accessible for long-term use so that the knowledge
gained in the courses is not “lost” but preserved for further research.

Our teaching resources are, technically, grounded on static file
hosting (for dashboards and long-term archival) and containerized
IDEs (to lower the entry barrier for student submissions).

https://github.com/activepapers/activepapers-python
https://github.com/terrier-org/cikm2021tutorial
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Table 1: Overview of our resources, their intended scope and stage during the course, hosting details, and links to each resource.

Resource Scope Stage Hosting Link

O
ng

oi
ng Dashboard brainstorming 1 to 4 Static★ https://tira-io.github.io/teaching-ir-with-shared-tasks

ir_datasets browser brainstorming 1 to 2 Static★ https://tira-io.github.io/ir-dataset-browser
Tutorials brainstorming 1 to 4 Dev containers★ https://github.com/tira-io/teaching-ir-with-shared-tasks#tutorials

A
rc
hi
va

l Summer semester browser qualitative analysis 3 to 4 Static★ https://tira-io.github.io/ir-lab-sose-23
Summer semester dataset quantitative analysis 3 to 4 Zenodo https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10628640
Winter semester browser qualitative analysis 3 to 4 Static★ https://tira-io.github.io/ir-lab-ws-23
Winter semester dataset quantitative analysis 3 to 4 Zenodo https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10628882

★We use the free tiers of GitHub (alternatives: GitLab, Cloudflare, Gitpod, etc.).

Hosting and Storage. All teaching material is ideally distributed
with excellent availability, enabling students to work independently
on their preferred schedules. Therefore, we host all our resources on
hyperscaling infrastructure, specifically, GitHub Pages6 for web ap-
plications and Zenodo7 for datasets, and maintain standardized data
access via ir_datasets (Section 3.5). Our web applications are im-
plemented as client-side apps using Vuetify.8 To allow for random
access to documents, topics, and relevance judgments, we adopt
an approach inspired by the indxr [7] Python library.9 That library
indexes document collections by byte offsets so that a document
can efficiently be accessed by seeking the file to its corresponding
start offset stored in an index. We transfer this principle to static
files hosted via HTTP (indxr only supports local files) using HTTP
range requests10 to cover all types of data involved in experimental
IR research, i.e., topics, relevance judgments, runs, and document
collections. As a result, our web applications provide dynamic ran-
dom access to those records of data while only requiring static file
hosting (e.g., an Nginx or Apache web server11). To enable collabo-
rative maintenance of those web applications while providing high
reliability and uptime, we host them on the free tier of GitHub
Pages.12 The client-side web applications are automatically built
and re-deployed upon each new commit with GitHub Actions.13
Similarly, storing both the data required for the tutorials and the
artifacts created in the course on Zenodo allows for safe, trusted,
and reliable long-term data access.14 Using ir_datasets as a uni-
fied data access layer hides technical details like HTTP requests
and thus facilitates a seamless experience for students.

Containerized Development. We provide tutorials in Python note-
books that cover all four stages of the course concept. All tutorials
follow the same pattern, using a micro collection to outline a small
problem that is subsequently solved. The tutorials cover a range
of concepts quickly so students can apply the concepts they find
most interesting in their later coursework. In a teaching environ-
ment, however, it is often particularly challenging (1) to set up
6https://pages.github.com
7https://zenodo.org
8https://vuetifyjs.com
9https://github.com/amenra/indxr
10https://rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc9110#field.range
11https://nginx.com or https://httpd.apache.org
12Alternative hosters with a free tier: Cloudflare Pages (https://pages.cloudflare.com),
GitLab Pages (https://about.gitlab.com/stages-devops-lifecycle/pages)
13https://github.com/features/actions; alternative continuous integration service with
a free tier: GitLab CI (https://about.gitlab.com/solutions/continuous-integration)
14Zenodo claims to operate for the next 20+ years: https://help.zenodo.org/faq

and maintain the hardware and development environment (espe-
cially for research-oriented software) and (2) to bridge the gap from
explorative experimentation to reproducible shared task submis-
sions. First, to lower the barrier of entry for students, all tutorials
can be run in Dev containers,15 an industry standard for running
development environments as containers with all dependencies
pre-installed. Because all data used in our tutorials is loaded from
Zenodo using ir_datasets, no additional setup is required for stu-
dents, and even developing using just a web browser is possible, e.g.,
with GitHub Codespaces.16 Second, we integrate TIREx, which al-
lows the execution of the containerized retrieval approaches imple-
mented against ir_datasets in a sandbox (i.e., no internet access
for improved reproducibility). To simplify the submission process
for students (so that they do not have to learn Docker), we imple-
mented a new code submission feature in TIREx that is compatible
with all tutorials and Dev containers. Hence, all tutorials already
work as code submissions. This integration of our resources with
TIREx and ir_datasets enables the same submission to later be
executed on different datasets, e.g., on a test collection constructed
by a different university’s course (like we describe in Section 4)
or to participate in a forthcoming shared task. Furthermore, we
use TIREx for blinded evaluation, i.e., teachers make the results
available only after the statistical analysis (including hypotheses)
was finalized, supporting result-blind grading [9].

In the following, we describe and motivate each resource, by
following the typical path of students in an IR course: from brain-
storming (Sections 3.1 and 3.2) and tutorials (Section 3.4) over ac-
cessing data and software components (Sections 3.5 and 3.6) to,
finally, developing and analyzing solutions (Section 3.7).

3.1 A Curated Dashboard to Find Datasets,
Approaches, and Evaluation Tools

Given that the solution space of a shared task is huge by design (to
encourage diverse submissions and to obtain a reusable judgment
pool [14]), we aim to guide students in their brainstorming. There-
fore, we provide a dashboard that covers the main aspects of shared
tasks: (1) test collections, (2) inspiration for system development,
and (3) evaluation methodology. Each component in the dashboard
links to corresponding resources, tutorials, or code snippets. We
manually tag the components to enable search and filtering. For
15https://containers.dev
16https://github.com/features/codespaces

https://tira-io.github.io/teaching-ir-with-shared-tasks
https://tira-io.github.io/ir-dataset-browser
https://github.com/tira-io/teaching-ir-with-shared-tasks#tutorials
https://tira-io.github.io/ir-lab-sose-23
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10628640
https://tira-io.github.io/ir-lab-ws-23
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10628882
https://pages.github.com
https://zenodo.org
https://vuetifyjs.com
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https://httpd.apache.org
https://pages.cloudflare.com
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https://github.com/features/actions
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Figure 3: The dashboard with typical components of exper-
imental IR research (test collections, systems, evaluation).
Components can be expanded and have links to resources,
code snippets, tutorials, and demos where applicable.

instance, components of retrieval pipelines are tagged as precision-
oriented or recall-oriented if applicable so that students who aim to
improve the precision using some query processing technique can
find corresponding approaches (e.g., query segmentation [28]).

Figure 3 shows a preview of the dashboard available online.17
The dashboard components and their links are rendered from a
manually curated YAML file in the repository to simplify collab-
orative modification (each commit updates the dashboard using
GitHub Actions). We intend to maintain this dashboard continu-
ously, keeping it as simple as possible and focussing on breadth,
e.g., linking contrary opinions on MRR [26, 47] instead of linking
multiple homogenous resources. We link to existing web demos
where applicable, e.g., the ir-measures [40] demo that allows un-
derstanding evaluation measures using small curated examples,18
or our ir_datasets browser, presented in the next section.

3.2 Exploring Data with an ir_datasets Browser
Once having grasped a sense of the task at hand (e.g., finding similar
datasets, prior approaches, and evaluation measures) with the help
of our curated dashboard, the next step for students is to explore the
task’s document collection and topics or runs from similar tasks.

The ir_datasets [42] framework is well suited for practical IR
exercises because students can focus on IR concepts instead of data
wrangling. Furthermore, ir_datasets highlights that the Cranfield
paradigm [15, 16] transfers across diverse retrieval scenarios. Still,
ir_datasets is used via an API, so it requires non-negligible effort
to show interactive examples in a lecture, and it does not integrate
runs. We close both gaps by complementing ir_datasets with an
deep-linkable interactive browser and public runs in TIREx.

Since students create their test collections in ir_datasets dur-
ing the first two stages of the course, their results can then also
be browsed with our ir_datasets browser (we ensure that the
document corpora allow this). Consequently, the course results are
accessible, contributing to the portfolio of students’ projects and ad-
vertising the course to potentially interested student peers who can
quickly grasp what was done in previous years. We believe that this
accessible browsing of past results increases students’ motivation.
17https://tira-io.github.io/teaching-ir-with-shared-tasks
18https://demo.ir-measur.es/explore

Dataset Num Query

nDCG@10ccccccccccccccccccccc

Minimum Median Maximum Variance


    

 jena-20231026 1 frequency solar storms 0 0.235 0.694 0.023

 jena-20231026 2 popular pastries in germany 0 0.158 0.592 0.055

 jena-20231026 3 flights Frankfurt to Rome 0 0 0 0

 jena-20231026 4 remove wine stains 0 0.766 0.842 0.041

 jena-20231026 5 tipping in us 0 0 0.631 0.018

 jena-20231026 6 download python 0 0 0.398 0.013

 jena-20231026 7 buy bicycle lock Jena 0 0 0 0

 jena-20231026 8 Current head of state of germany 0 0 0.571 0.016

 jena-20231026 9 fastest route jena leipzig 0 0 0 0

 jena-20231026 10 lost my keys what now 0 0.412 1 0.112

Figure 4: Overview of topics in the ir_datasets browser dis-
playing topics of selected datasets with additional metadata.

Covered Test Collections. We include all public test collections
integrated in TIREx, i.e., covering args.me[11, 12], ANTIQUE [29],
CORD-19 [66, 67], Cranfield [15, 16], MEDLINE [31, 32, 51, 52],
MS MARCO [17, 18], NFCorpus [13], and Vaswani. We excluded
some frequently used test collections, like TREC Robust [63, 64],
due to license requirements, sometimes involving payments. Still,
being able to browse even only public test collections from TIREx
with a convenient web application substantially increases their
accessibility. Integrating a diverse set of test collections and systems
submitted to TIREx in a unifiedweb application further supports the
students’ brainstorming, as they can now browse through previous
topics, find shortcomings of existing models, or get inspiration on
potential research directions to focus on in their coursework.

Browsing Topics. Figure 4 shows how topics can be browsed
within the web interface featuring a table with customizable column
selection, sorting, and filter criteria. For each topic and measure, the
minimum, median, and maximum scores and the score variance of
all runs submitted to TIREx are shown. Comparing scores measured
on different topics helps to assess topic difficulty. After selecting a
topic, our dataset browser further shows the topic description, an
overview of the relevance judgments, and all included runs.

Browsing Relevance Judgments. We make the relevance judg-
ments (i.e., topic, document, and relevance label) browsable. Addi-
tionally, we show statistics derived from the TIREx runs, such as
the median rank of each document and how many systems have
retrieved the document within its top-10 (or top-100) results. Those
retrievability statistics help to identify edge cases, e.g., non-relevant
documents retrieved on top positions by many systems or, vice
versa, relevant documents retrieved by only a few systems.

Browsing and Rendering Submitted Runs. We render the submit-
ted runs for each dataset with DiffIR [35]. After selecting a dataset
and topic, our ir_datasets browser first displays an overview of
all runs that were submitted for that topic, as shown in Figure 5,
where we show the effectiveness of each system with respect to
selected effectiveness measures (e.g., nDCG@10), the proportion of
judged documents in the top-10, and a visualization of the individ-
ual relevance labels of the top-10 documents. When one or more
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Figure 5: Overview of systems evaluated on a topic in the
ir_datasets browser with evaluation measures and the rele-
vance labels of the top-10 retrieved results in colored boxes.

Figure 6: A search engine result page for a selected topic
rendered with DiffIR from a run file pasted into a text field.

systems are selected to be compared, we show their detailed rank-
ings, rendered with DiffIR. Furthermore, custom run files can be
uploaded or just pasted into a text field of the ir_datasets browser
and subsequently can be compared to existing runs (see Figure 6).
Originally, DiffIR was intended for local usage and embeds all topics
and documents into a single HTML file. As this behavior causes ef-
ficiency issues on corpora with large documents, we modify DiffIR
to load only documents and snippets when needed.

3.3 Assessing Relevance with Doccano
After their initial data exploration and after devising topics (Stage 1),
students assess the relevance of a pool of documents retrieved for
their topics in Stage 2. In contrast to shared tasks, students have
not yet developed retrieval approaches at this stage. Instead, we
use retrieval approaches submitted to TIREx (covering different
paradigms) to build a judgment pool. To mitigate the effect of po-
tentially ambiguous topic descriptions on the quality of relevance

Listing 1: Accessing a test collection created in the course
with ir_datasets via TIRA to load datasets hosted onZenodo.

# Patch ir_dataset to load datasets from TIRA.
from tira.third_party_integrations import ir_datasets
dataset = ir_datasets.load(

'ir-lab -<university >-wise -2023/ test -topics '
)

judgments, each student team assesses the relevance of the docu-
ments retrieved for their own proposed topics. We use Doccano19
as online annotation tool. We publish the scripts to create user
accounts and importing and exporting the data to Doccano.

3.4 Learning Concepts with Hands-On Tutorials
We provide tutorials that cover ir_datasets for data loading, stan-
dard document and query processing (e.g., stopword removal, stem-
ming, lemmatization), query expansion, hyperparameter tuning,
learning to rank, query segmentation, query performance predic-
tion, and hypothesis testing. All tutorials are implemented in a Dev
container with all dependencies pre-installed to ensure that the
tutorials can be used reliably by students with different operating
systems (e.g., Windows, Linux, or macOS). Each tutorial covers a
single IR concept where the problem is demonstrated and subse-
quently solved on a small cherry-picked example test collection.
We designed each tutorial to be completed in roughly 15 minutes.

Because the tutorials are implemented inside a Dev container,
students can run the tutorials online in GitHub Codespaces, and
instantly start with the tutorial without installing dependencies
first. We prefer Github Codespaces over Google Colab,20 for three
reasons: (1) GitHub Codespaces explicitly documents the computa-
tional resources included in the free tier (e.g., 120 CPU hours per
month for anyone, 180 hours for education accounts; in our expe-
rience so far, no students have ever exceeded this limit), whereas
Google Colab is unclear about resource constraints. (2) As GitHub
Codespaces is based on Dev containers, students can mirror the
same development environment locally using open-source tools
like Visual Studio Code21 and Docker/Podman.22 (3) Dev containers
are better integrated with Git to support teamwork code versioning.

3.5 Reliably Accessing Data with Zenodo
Access to datasets used in the tutorials and for system development
or statistical analysis should be standardized, stable, and reliable
so that our teaching concept can scale to multiple larger courses
run in parallel. While ir_datasets offers a standardized and scal-
able interface, it officially only includes mature and finalized test
collections. Conversely, the test collections that students create as
part of their coursework are of unclear quality, less mature, and
prototypical even after finishing the course. Therefore, directly in-
tegrating these test collections created during the course into the
official ir_datasets repository is unsuitable. More appropriately,
we implement a dynamic patch for ir_datasets in the TIRA [24]
19https://github.com/doccano/doccano
20https://colab.research.google.com
21https://code.visualstudio.com
22https://docker.com or https://podman.io
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Listing 2: Example on how to reuse an query processing ap-
proach (here: a query segmentation) in a PyTerrier pipeline.

dataset = pt.get_dataset("irds:<tirex -dataset -id>")
query_segmentation = tira.pt.transform_queries(

'<team >/query -segmentation ',
dataset

)
# Apply the query segmentation to the topics.
query_segmentation.transform(dataset.get_topics ())

client library that loads datasets from Zenodo, enabling stable and
scalable data access for emerging datasets while maintaining stan-
dardization. Listing 1 shows how to load a test collection created
in a course from Zenodo via TIRA’s ir_datasets integration. The
patch falls back to the standard behavior of ir_datasets if the
dataset identifier already exists in the ir_datasets repository but
loads the dataset from TIRA/Zenodo otherwise. When executed
in a TIRA sandbox without internet access, this patch loads the
dataset from a read-only mount specified via environment variables
so that the same code can run on different datasets.

Zenodo supports versioned datasets, allowing test collections
to evolve throughout the course according to the four stages. For
Stage 1, only the document collection must be available for explo-
ration during topic creation (e.g., to ensure that relevant documents
exist for a potential topic). If a training and validation dataset is
available at this stage or can be constructed (e.g., with relevance
judgments created with a large language model [20]) teachers can
integrate these datasets before the start of Stage 3. After Stage 3
has ended and the teachers unblinded all student runs of the course,
the dataset on Zenodo can again be updated with the complete test
collection, including topics, relevance judgments, and submitted
runs, to support the statistical analysis in Stage 4.

3.6 Reusing Previously Submitted Components
Incorporating a research-oriented focus into the course concept
introduces the difficulty that the software of existing approaches is
often difficult to install and run within the time budget of the course.
In TIREx, however, submissions are immutable, which allows for
caching their outputs [24]. As our course concept is integrated with
TIREx, students can thus directly use cached outputs of previously
submitted software components. To encourage such software reuse,
we extend TIREx with a Python API that provides access to cached
outputs from within the TIREx sandbox and outside of it as declar-
ative PyTerrier [43] pipelines. Besides simplifying the prototyping
process, this also supports green IR [54], as each component must
be executed only once on a dataset.

With a special call for retrieval components, the recent Work-
shop on Open Web Search [22] at ECIR 202423 aimed to gather
a critical mass of reusable components. The workshop specified
standardized input and output formats for different types of re-
trieval components: (1) query processing, (2) document process-
ing, and (3) query–document processing. Our tutorials cover all
three such types. By extending the TIREx Python API, the tutorials
include already submitted components like query segmentation
23https://opensearchfoundation.org/wows2024

(i.e., query processing), keyphrase extraction (i.e., document pro-
cessing), and post-retrieval query-performance predictors [21] (i.e.,
query–document processing). Listing 2 shows how to reuse a query
segmentation approach [28] in a declarative PyTerrier pipeline.

3.7 Submitting Software as Source Code
TIREx initially called for submissions of retrieval software as Docker
images [24]. However, in a volatile and time-constrained teaching
environment, forcing students to learn and use Docker is a dis-
advantage due to its steep learning curve. Instead, their time is
better invested in learning core IR concepts. Hence, we developed
a new source code submission feature for TIREx that reduces the
interaction with Docker as much as possible. When a student reg-
isters for the course’s task on TIREx, it creates a pre-configured
private GitHub repository from a template, makes the student the
repository owner, and grants teachers read/write access. The auto-
matically created repository comes with a prepared Python note-
book for a baseline submission very similar to the tutorials. The
baseline notebook can be adapted and tested by students in GitHub
Codespaces or locally using Dev containers. After a student pushes
a change to the repository, the submission is automatically pack-
aged in a Docker image, tested, and uploaded to TIRA using GitHub
Actions. This process allows students to submit their retrieval ap-
proaches as Docker images without learning Docker themselves.
As the underlying Docker image of this GitHub Actions workflow
is the same as the image used in the tutorials, students can use code
from the tutorials without modification. More experienced students
are still free to adapt the Docker images. When assisting students,
teachers are equally supported by our workflow, as they can easily
open student repositories online and debug their approaches with-
out installation, facilitating fast switching of mentoring different
teams which contributes to the scalability of our course concept.

Since Docker images submitted to TIREx via this source code
submission feature are built within GitHub Actions, we can collect
all metadata for provenance and improved reproducibility. This
additional metadata uploaded to TIREx includes the Git repository,
its version (i.e., the commit hash and branch), and the Python
notebook to be executed in the Docker image. As a result, for any
source code submission, TIREx contains a deep link to the exact
same version of the Python Notebook on GitHub that was used
to produce the submission. For public repositories, TIREx displays
this link in the leaderboard and in the dataset browser, allowing
others to reproduce the students’ approaches easily. Especially
this enables student teams to learn and inspire each other because
students can directly jump to the code that produced some results,
further highlighting also the importance of easy browsing of results
with our ir_datasets Browser.

4 CASE STUDY
We perform a case study over two semesters of IR courses across
two universities with our resources to run our course concept. All
data of both semesters is publicly available (links in Table 1).

In the first semester we had 66 students and 16 groups (64 in
university A and 2 in university B); in the second semester we had
68 students and 16 groups (55 in university A and 13 in univer-
sity B). Figure 7 illustrates the number of students in each group.

https://opensearchfoundation.org/wows2024
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Figure 7: Distributions of group sizes for the summer semes-
ter 2023 (top) and winter semester 2023/24 (bottom). The red
line indicates the median group size.
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Figure 8: Distributions of query lengths for the summer se-
mester 2023 (left) and winter semester 2023/24 (right). The
red line indicates the median query length.

Since most groups were randomly assigned and a small number
of students dropped out, there were two groups with only two
students across both semesters. We allocated the students one week
to formulate topics (Stage 1; one topic per student), one week for
relevance judgments (Stage 2), four weeks to develop a retrieval sys-
tem (Stage 3), and five weeks for the statistical analyses including
writing a short report (Stage 4). In the first semester, we used the
IR Anthology [48] as the document collection24 (no forthcoming
shared task); in the second semester, the document collection was
the LongEval [1, 2, 27] corpus (i.e., aligning the course with the
then upcoming LongEval 2024 [3] task25).

4.1 Stage 1: Topic Formulation
In the first stage, students created topics in groups. In the lecture
and the subsequent tutorial, we introduced the concept of topics and
their purpose. To support topic creation, we dedicated a practical
exercise to provide students with examples of good topics guided
by the tutorials provided by our new resources, including example
topics for the document collection created by the teachers. Once
the student groups started creating topics independently (each
student created one topic), a basic search engine with the document
collection was provided to help familiarise themselves with it.

Figure 8 shows that, in both semesters, most queries are short
(median query length of 6.5 terms in the first semester and 7.0 terms
in the second). Table 2 shows a sample of queries created by students.
24https://ir.webis.de/anthology
25https://clef-longeval.github.io

Table 2: Sample of student topics from the two semesters. We
show the proportion of relevant to non-relevant documents
(Prop.) and the number of judged documents (Docs.).

Query Prop. Docs.

Summer semester 2023

fake news detection 94% 31
inclusion of text-mining 93% 41
natural language processing 80% 35
actual experiments that strengthen theoretical knowl... 69% 45
retrieval system improving effectiveness 65% 46
information retrieval on different language sources 64% 50
sentiment analysis 62% 37
the university of amsterdam 57% 23
at least three authors 53% 45
document scoping formula 7% 43

Winter semester 2023/2024

what is my ip address 67% 36
reduce risk cardiovascular disease 60% 45
climate change causes and effects 60% 60
recognize phishing attack 52% 44
artificial intelligence applications 50% 50
ai ethical downsides 40% 43
vegan alternatives to common dairy products 30% 40
the frequency of solar storms with impact on electric... 27% 33
artificial intelligence in healthcare 23% 52
3d print warping 2% 49

In the first semester, query terms are mostly about concepts related
to IR, with the terms ‘information’ and ‘retrieval’ appearing most
frequently and second most frequently. Topics of semester two had
substantially fewer overlapping terms, caused by its much more
open scenario of LongEval on general Web search compared to the
very focused scenario of the second semester on the IR Anthology.

4.2 Stage 2: Relevance Judgments
In the second stage, students created relevance judgments in groups
on the same topics they created in the previous stage. In the lec-
ture and the tutorial, students are introduced to the concept of
relevance judgment and its purpose. We also did another practi-
cal exercise to show the students how to assess documents. As
a class activity, students and the teaching assistant(s) worked to-
gether to create relevance judgments for an exemplary topic from
the previous stage. After this practical session, we provided the
students with the topic pools, which they assessed via Doccano.
The judgment pools were prepared by creating a top 10 pool for
retrieval models used in PyTerrier [43]. In our course, we used ten
retrieval models, five lexical models (BM25, TF-IDF, DPH, INL2,
PL2, DirichletLM, and InExpB2), two lexical models with query
rewriting (BM25 with RM3 and BM25 with SDM), and three neural
models (ColBERT [36], MonoT5 [49], and ANCE [69]) re-ranking
the top 1000 results from BM25. All models used default settings.

Table 2 shows the statistics for relevance judgments for a sample
of topics across both semesters. Overall, students created 66 topics
with a total of 2635 relevance judgments in the first semester, and
101 topics with a total of 4997 relevance judgments in the second
semester. Qualitatively, based on the proportion of relevant and
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non-relevant documents per topic, most topics were assessed well
for both semesters. Still, for some topics across both semesters, the
topics were too broad or too specific, so almost all documents were
either relevant or non-relevant. We also found several topics in both
semesters that did not have any relevant documents, although such
results were to be expected for prototyping new test collections,
as filtering out unsuitable topics help to iteratively make the test
collection more mature if the initial results obtained throughout
the course reveal interesting research potential.

To validate the students’ judgements, five IR PhD students addi-
tionally created expert judgements for a subset of topics (26 topics
for the first semester, 10 topics for the second). We made the judg-
ments in the same depth as the students rather than judging all
topics shallowly. Judgments in the same depth allow us to better
to distinguish the systems’ effectiveness from the students and
compare agreement between annotators. In the first semester, we
obtained an annotator agreement of 0.76 and a Cohen’s 𝜅 of 0.52
(using 959 overlapping judgments between students and experts);
in the second, we obtained an annotator agreement of 0.73 and a
Cohen’s 𝜅 of 0.42 (using 346 overlapping judgments).

4.3 Stages 3 and 4: Development and Analyses
In the third and fourth stages, groups of students developed a re-
trieval system for the document collection and performed their
self-guided analyses of their systems. In the lecture, students learnt
about the general architecture of a search engine, such as retrieval
models and query expansion, and in practical sessions, we used our
tutorials to show how to develop a baseline system in PyTerrier,
create a run file, and submit this to TIREx. As an extra layer of
competition, we unblinded a leaderboard on a small open training
dataset that automatically updated after each submission, whereas
the final evaluation was blinded until all submissions were made
(we clarified that the results do not affect their grade). For the final
leaderboards after all submissions were finalized, each system was
evaluated using all groups’ combined topic sets and relevance judg-
ments, but we only revealed the leaderboard in the fourth stage
without accepting new submissions to allow students to conduct
statistical analyses on previously blinded runs.

In the first semester, of the 16 groups, 14 made a valid submission.
In semester two, of the 13 groups, 11 made a valid submission. The
students’ approaches to retrieval included steps to pre-process the
documents to improve statistical ranking methods such as tf-idf,
BM25 and DPH, relevance feedback with RM3 and neural ranking
models such as monoT5. Using the two sets of relevance judgments
described above, we analysed how assessors with different levels
of expertise affect system ranking. Using both sets of relevance
judgments, we ranked students’ systems according to mean average
precision (MAP) to study the rank correlation using Kendall’s 𝜏 .

For the first semester, the top system measured using student
judgments achieved a MAP of 0.52 and 0.42 for expert judgments.
System rankings are highly correlated for student and expert judg-
ments, reaching Kendall’s 𝜏 of 0.8, indicating that students can
produce usable test collections. For semester two, the top system
using student judgments achieved a MAP of 0.57 and 0.53 for expert
judgments, although the correlation of system rankings achieved

a lower Kendall’s 𝜏 of 0.2. One reason the inter-annotator agree-
ment was high but the ranking correlation was low may be due to
students purposefully designing difficult topics where smaller in-
consistencies in judgments have a larger effect on system rankings.

Using the combined set of all topics for both semesters, we ob-
serve that the best student submissions outperform our BM25 base-
line, which is a strong contribution given that students operated
in a low data regime with blinded evaluation. In the first semester
for the IR Anthology, the best student system achieved an MAP
of 0.43 and an nDCG@10 of 0.628 compared to 0.34 and 0.49 of our
baseline. In the second semester for LongEval, the best student sys-
tem achieved an MAP of 0.33 and an nDCG@10 of 0.40 compared
to 0.31 and 0.35 of our baseline. Those results highlight that the first
semester’s focused scenario helped students achieve substantial
improvements, whereas even smaller improvements are meaningful
for the diverse retrieval scenario of the second semester.

5 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In the SharKI project26 that partially supported our research, we
study whether shared tasks support computer science education
and received ethical clearance. All the formulated topics and con-
structed datasets of the students are published on Zenodo only with
their consent. Students usually are the co-authors of the respective
Zenodo record (except when they opt out) and Zenodo creates a
citeable DOI and tracks downloads, views, and citations so that the
students get recognition for their work.

6 CONCLUSION
Wehave presented resources to combine teaching and research in IR,
supporting a course workflow in which students collaboratively
“organize” a shared task by creating test collections, developing
systems, and conducting statistical analyses. Our resources and
course concept are strongly alignedwith student learning objectives
in IR courses and scale to large student cohorts who can create test
collections from scratch, extend existing test collections, or increase
participation in forthcoming shared tasks. We analyzed the student-
generated topics and relevance judgments and found them to be
consistent with those of experts. All our resources (incl. the topics,
relevance judgments, and retrieval approaches created by students
in several courses) are publicly available.27 Interesting directions for
the future are instantiating the course concept at more universities
and also targeting interactive retrieval scenarios.
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